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Web Appendix

A Description of Variables

To determine if a movie was cold opened (cj = 1) we examined the dates on three or four

major news publications (the Los Angeles Times, New York Times, San Francisco Chronicle, and

New York Post). If the dates of reviews in any of these publications were later than the release

date, we examined the reasoning behind the late reviews. A movie was classified a “cold open” if

at least one source stated the movie was not screened for critics before release (in most cases, none

of the available sources had advance reviews).

Weekend and total US box office data as well as total box office data for international markets

for movies from January 2000-June 2006 were obtained from a FilmSource database (Nielsen EDI,

www.filmsource.com). The FilmSource database also included the number of theaters that showed

a movie during its first weekend, the number of days in the opening weekend, and if the movie

was released before Friday (generally only for anticipated blockbusters). FilmSource also gave a

description of the genre of the movie, its MPAA rating (G, PG, PG-13, R), and whether the movie

was adapted from previous source material. After June 2006 these values were obtained from the

pro service of imdb.com and boxofficemojo.com. All rental numbers were obtained from these

two sites.

Production budget information came from imdb.com for most movies, and from boxoffice-
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mojo.com or the-numbers.com for those missing from imdb.com. Budget data were available for

1313 of the 1414 movies, including 138 or the 163 cold openings (85%).

The pro version of the imdb.com database was used to determine the star power rating of each

movie’s stars. Each week imdb.com determined this value by ranking the number of searches done

on the imdb.com site for every person affiliated with movies. The most searched star would have

value 1. Since there are over one million stars on imdb.com, we took the natural logarithm of the

star ranking to reduce the effect of unknown stars with very high numbers. We averaged the logged

star ranking for the top two stars for each movie during its opening week.

Three other variables, competition (the average production budget of other movies released on

the same opening weekend), the summer dummy variable (whether the movie was released in June,

July and August), and the year of release dummy variables were calculated from the previous data.

Interaction terms were calculated by multiplying one dummy variable by another.

Advertising expenditures were obtained from the ad$ spender print resources for advertising

before 2007, and from the ad$ spender database for advertising after 2007.

CPI data was obtained for the US from the Bureau of Labor Statistics. Daily historical exchange

rate data from finance.yahoo.com.

B List of cold-opened movies included in our dataset

Table A.1 provides a list of each of the 138 cold-opened movies in our dataset and date of release.
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Table A.1: List of cold openings
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C Additional Regressions

Table A.2 and A.3 report alternate specifications of the regressions in Table 2 where the cold

dummy is replaced by cold and year interaction dummy variables and cold and genre interaction

dummy variables. Both specifications are discussed in Sections 2 and 4. Table A.4 shows the

results of a regression on IMDB user ratings of the standard regression variables. Cold openings

are correlated with a 0.5–0.6 point drop in the ten point user rating.
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Table A.2: Regressions on logged box office revenues (in millions) with cold and year interaction
variables.
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Table A.3: Regressions on logged box office revenues (in millions) with cold and genre interaction
variables
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Table A.4: Regression on IMDB user ratings
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